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Donuts may make .travel names easier to buy after
acquiring its first legacy gTLD
Kevin Murphy, February 14, 2018, 16:22:36 (UTC), Domain Registries

Donuts has added .travel to its swelling portfolio of gTLDs,
under a deal with original registry Tralliance announced
today.

It’s the company’s first acquisition of a legacy, pre-2012 gTLD,
and the first “community” gTLD to join its stable of strings, which
now stands at 239.

.travel went live in 2005, a part of ICANN’s 2003 round of
“sponsored” TLD applications.

As a sponsored TLD, .travel has eligibility and authentication
requirements, but executive vice president Jon Nevett told DI that
Donuts will look at “tinkering with” the current process to make
domains easier to buy.

The current system requires what amounts to basically a self-
declaration that you belong to the travel community, he said, but
you have to visit the registry’s web site to obtain an authentication
code before a registrar will let you buy a .travel domain.

Given that the community captured by .travel is extremely broad
— you could be somebody blogging about their vacations and
qualify — it seems to be a barrier of limited usefulness.

Nevett said Donuts has no immediate plans to migrate the TLD
away from the Neustar back-end upon which it currently sits.

The rest of its portfolio runs on its own in-house registry platform,
and one imagines that .travel will wind up there one day.

While .travel is one of Donuts most-expensive domains — priced
at $99 retail at its own Name.com registrar — Nevett said there
are no plans to cut pricing as yet.

There may be discounts, he said, and possibly promotions
involving bundling with other travel-related gTLDs in its portfolio.

Donuts already runs .city, .holiday, .flights, .cruises, .vacations and
several other thematically synergistic name spaces.

.travel had about 18,000 domains registered at the last count, with
EnCirca, Name.com, 101domain, Key-Systems and CSC
Corporate as its top five registrars.

It peaked 10 years ago at just under 215,000 registrations, largely
due to to speculative bulk registrations made by parties connected
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to the registry that were dumped a couple of years later.

It’s been at under 20,000 names for the last five years, shrinking
by small amounts every year.

The price of the acquisition was not disclosed.
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Poblete to replace Disspain
on ICANN board

Chinese registrars ask
ICANN to waive fees due to
Coronavirus

Most languages won’t be
available at ICANN 67

Domain Incite turns 10
today. What the fuck have I
done with my life?

Ethos volunteers for .org
pricing handcuffs

Yup. ICANN cancelled
Cancun

The Queen has beef with
Prince Harry’s domain name

ICANN wants to take your
temperature before letting
you into ICANN 67

ICANN might cancel Spring
Break over Covid-19 fears

Verisign shits on domainers,
again

9,000 people tell ICANN
they don’t want .com price
increases. Here’s what
some of them said

Covid-19: It’s official,
domainers are faster than
journalists

ICA will help you support
.com price increases (but
doesn’t want you to)

.gay hires pop star equality
campaigner as
spokesperson

Watch: climate change
denier on why she trusts
.org more than .com

Ethos’ .org pricing promise
may be misleading

Hacking claims resurface as
.hotel losers force ICANN to
lawyer up again

ICANN refuses to release
more info on .org deal

Possibly the strangest new
gTLD acquisition yet

California .org probe —
existential crisis or blessed
relief for ICANN?

As Cancun looms, ICANN
bans China travel because
of Coronavirus

XYZ expands gTLD stable
as L’Oreal exits the domain
game

Is the .co rebid biased
toward Afilias? Yeah, kinda

Amazon governments vow
revenge for “illegal and
unjust” ICANN decision on
.amazon

SaveDotOrg to protest
outside ICANN HQ. #lol

Ten years ago I predicted
Oscar winners wanted a
.movie gTLD. Was I right?

ICANN gets a new
European chief

New CEO to step into the
lion’s den at auDA

Secrets of the .org deal
revealed, but much info

A better show of “solidarity” would be for ICANN to side
with the vast majority of stakeholders and quit making
decision... read more

Konstantinos Zournas:
Yes, let's look at the $30-40 million and leave the $2-3
billion untouched.... read more

Brad Mugford:
Looks like ICANN might need more shady kickbacks, like in
the Verisign .COM extension... Brad... read more

Michiel Henneke:
As the author of the original piece I'd like to add: most
entrepreneurs going online now are working local, regional
or ... read more

Ron Andruff:
My personal view, from experience and observation: This
action (resign before your fired) was LOOOOONNNNGGG
over due. Th... read more

Chris:
A lot of existing businesses have also been unable to make
money from their stores, while there has been a large
increas... read more

James Gannon:
Went off without a hitch for the record... read more

Voice Acting:
People got ideas, they got time, and they are home. A
great combination for domain registrations.... read more

John:
But the key issue is that there is no “balanced consensus”
in the ICANN multi-stakeholder model anymore. ICANN is
no lo... read more

Acro:
What an elite group of privileged bureaucrats!... read more

John Berryhill:
Once again, it is time to shift gears from.... "If ICANN
doesn't do (insert demand here), then government
authorities... read more

Rubens Kuhl:
Most EU ccTLD models have all the features BC, IPC and
GAC don't like, including treating legal and natural persons
the ... read more

Konstantinos Zournas:
There is now a new deadline: May 4. This is also a very
important point: "My office is also concerned that the .ORG
... read more

lifesavings.online:
A lot of it is about a loan. I wrote so during the very earliest
days on one of these blogs. Somone's back is against...
read more

Chris:
At ICANN they love to reinvent the wheel. But within the EU
there are already at least 27 GDPR compliant whois
models in... read more

lifesavings.online:
We need whois. Law enforcement, as stated. Why should
icann be the only ones to know? They aren't doing anything
to shut... read more

Observer:
So you’re saying that someone who is now working out of
their home due to this pandemic situation can’t acquire an
expir... read more

Rubens Kuhl:
Because that's the foreseen moment to exit and cash out....
read more

page howe:
hmm im not sure the harm to a possible potential new
owner will compare to the loss of long time names to
current owners... read more

Green Jobs:
This is hilarious... thanks for sharing!... read more

Adam:
Late for April Fool's but love it.... read more

Acro:
But that happened more than a month ago!
https://domaingang.com/domain-news/unr-com-is-the-new-
uni/... read more

Jovenet Consulting:
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remains private

Registrar terminated after
what looks like domain
hijacking

NamesCon publishes full
agenda for debut Austin
conference

.gay prices and availability
revealed as registry
promises to give 20% of
revenue to charity

Now .org critics actually
want to take over the
registry, blocking billion-
dollar sale

Verisign pays ICANN $20
million and gets to raise
.com prices again

ICANN predicts shrinkage in
new gTLD sector

ASO uses super powers to
demand ICANN turn over
.org buyout docs

Now PIR rubbishes .org
“downtime” claims

DI Leaders Roundtable #4
— Big predictions for 2020

Afilias denies .org will go
down post-acquisition

Palestine to release all one-
character .ps domains, at a
price

PIR thinks 20-year domain
regs are a good idea

Amazon beats South
America! Dot-brand
contracts now signed

Q3 industry growth driven by
.tk, .com and .icu

ICANN throws out second
.org appeal, so URS stays

Warning (or threat?) prices
must go up or .org will suffer
DAYS of downtime

Russian company approved
as gTLD escrow provider

Guy gets 14 years for trying
to steal a domain with a gun

GoDaddy girls often make
more money than the men

Non-coms want .org’s future
carved in stone

Kamel’s deputy gets
promoted at ICANN

ICANN delays approval of
.org acquisition

AlpNames died months ago.
Why is it still the “most-
abused” registrar?

Ethos promises to keep .org
for many many many many
years

Amid .org controversy, Cerf
predicts the death of all
domains

#SaveDotOrg to hold public
web conference tomorrow
with Ethos execs

As pricey .new launches,
Google reveals first set of
big-name users including
rapper Drake

Three more dot-brands
fizzle out. Total now 69,

Something is for sure: they're coming with a .BRAND new
gTLD offer for Round 2 (at least). Good point, there's space
for... read more

John:
Why are price caps only in place for 7 years and not the full
term of the contract? This makes no sense!... read more

Mark Thorpe:
Reject the .ORG deal ICANN and Goran Marby. Do the
right thing for once!... read more

Mike:
Did they sell it to the mafia, shakedowns online? There are
thousands of extensions, extortion of existing .orgs esta...
read more

John:
What happens after 7 years? Ethos will be able to raise the
price of each domain to $85.00 USD or $100.00 USD?
There... read more

John:
Take a step back for a second - what is the justification for
doubling .Org fees over the next 7 years? Why such a
dram... read more

Jack:
Nobody want their 10% per year increase. Are they nuts ?
$19.35 for a .ORG in 2026 and then the sky is the limit,
why ... read more

Observer:
This provision doesn't make sense since it get's in the way
of people who may have lost their job and need to start a
ne... read more

Camino:
Good for you! We know each other (business with BR) so
it’s crystal clear to me what you do for a living. Thank
you.... read more
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